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Pa IOUs should leave power merchanting to others, says NEMA
NEMA is adamant that Pennsylvania utilities
leave the merchant function by a date certain
and that market POLR suppliers not be overly
burdened with credit guarantees (RT, 5/3).

PECO Energy isn’t comfortable with
that idea, having been stung twice by
marketers who failed on commitments to
serve customers under the utility’s
Competitive Default Service (CDS) and
Market Share Threshold (MST) programs.

Former Enron unit New Power went
bankrupt, PECO noted in comments for the
PUC’s POLR Roundtable, and dumped
almost 300,000 customers back on the
utility’s default service.

PECO again faced uncertainty when
US Power & Gas — winner of 17,000
small commercial MST customers —
stopped serving them.

Luckily another supplier was found to
pick them up.

Under PJM rules, utilities are
considered the load-serving entities and
they are expected to take up load obligation
defaulted on by other suppliers, PECO
pointed out.

Any model that depends on an
alternative supplier providing all of the

‘retail’ POLR obligations — supply,
customer care and the rest — ignores the
fact that the ultimate POLR obligation is
on the utilities and is expensive to
implement, “economically inefficient and
highly risky,” PECO noted.

If the POLR supplier defaulted, the
utility would have to be prepared to
provide customer care functions — and
customers would need to pay for that,
PECO added.

PECO supports bidding out wholesale
supply for POLR as long as suppliers are
PJM members of good standing and
comply with the RTO’s credit standards
plus and credit assurance, even cash
collateral, to the utility.

Depending on the utility, buying
wholesale supply could be happen through
competitive RFPs, an auction, negotiating
market-rate power purchase agreements
or some combination, PECO urged.

Wholesale suppliers would include in
their bids the cost of base-load and load-
following energy; capacity; congestion
costs; transmission under PJJ open access
transmission tariffs; balancing; migration
risk as customers leave and return to

POLR service; load uncertainty risk; line
losses; scheduling and administrative costs;
credits costs; customer education; non-
transmission ancillary services;
environmental costs and taxes, PECO
pointed out.  PECO supports a long-term,
fixed-price POLR option for residential and
small commercial customers that’s market-
based but protects vulnerable customers
and the POLR provider from price shifts.

Customers who game the system by
shopping then returning to POLR service
should be exposed to a short-term spot
market price, PECO urged.

Large C&Is should be exposed to spot-
market hourly prices on POLR service and
have a fixed-price option only if they sign a
contract with the POLR supplier, PECO
urged.

PECO doesn’t support a one-size-fits-
all POLR plan for the state’s utilities.

Capped rates end at staggered times
through 2011, PECO pointed out, “with
almost 75% of customers not entering the
post-transition phase until 2009 or later.

Market conditions can change
significantly over seven years, the utility
pointed out.

Can AEP recover all of its stranded costs in Texas?
American Electric Power counts about
$1.5 billion as costs the firm can’t
recover in the open market.

But one complication is that
CenterPoint is in front of the PUC with a
similar figure in excess of $4 billion.

Together that’s close to $6 billion,
AEP CEO Michael Morris told an AGA
session, and the political scene in Texas
is starting “to get some angst” about how
those costs are to be passed through
despite the market opening law SB 7.

AEP sold its Texas generation fleet
to multiple buyers, Morris said, for $805
million and with their book value of $1.8
billion, the stranded value is $995 million.

Under Texas law “we’ll recover
every penny,” Morris asserted — if the
law isn’t changed.

In early meetings with Texas
commissioners and staff, AEP
encouraged them to think about early
action to take advantage of today’s low
interest rates for the securitization.

“They [interest rates] might not be

there in 2006,” he observed.
The only way to meet an aggressive

timeline is through a settlement, where
“people don’t believe we should get
100¢ on every dollar of stranded costs,”
Morris worries.

He might settle for a number where
it’s worth taking a leap of faith because
you’re worried about what might
happen legislatively, he added.

As for the market back in AEP’s
home state about 51% of its operations
are still regulated by Ohio even though
the plants are arguably deregulated,
Morris said.

“In Ohio we still have what I would
consider quasi-regulation,” Morris said.

The PUC has a lot to say about
what the generation cost is, not only as
it was frozen coming in restructuring
and in the rate stabilization period, he
added.

Regulators are asking for filings on
a proposal to extend rate stabilization
into 2009, Morris added.

Power prices to soar
in Europe ... unless

Retail power prices in Europe may rise 10-
40% by 2010 under the European Union’s
Emission Trading Scheme (ETS) that goes
into effect in January, consultant Global
Insight reports.

Countries with the most coal-burning
plants such as Germany and the UK are to
be hit hardest, GI predicted, with possible
40% price hikes.

Generators are to be given at least 95%
of available emissions permits for 2005-
2007 but the value of those credits are to be
set in the market.

Italy, where power is a mix of hydro
and high-carbon, oil-fired plants, can
expect power prices to rise 15-30%
depending on where the credits trade,
Global said.

Spain and the Netherlands are to see the
least impact — 10-20% — since they
generate much of their power with gas and
Spain has hydro.

The brunt of boosted prices is to be
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Utility cash flow
turns positive:  For the more
than 100 top  IOUs studied by the C
Three Group cash flow was positive
for the first time since 1998.  Buying
back stock hit an all-time low and
utilities paid down about $20 billion
in debt, raising their equity by $10
billion and improving their debt-to-
equity ratios.  The firm’s report
Financial Benchmarks of US
Investor-Owned Utilities shows
capital expenditures dropped $20
billion from the year before and were
at the lowest levels since 1998.  One
quarter of utility jobs evaporated
(www.cthree.net).

VoIP machine is on:  Frankly,
broadband didn’t die when Enron did.
Why ever are we telling you so much
about VoIP, WiFi, DG, smart houses,
LNG and other cutting edge
technology things?  We labor to keep
you ahead of the pack in telling what
markets are going to be like as the
future unfolds.  We are not a plain,
old  electricity trade publication.
Many of them are still around and a
few do a really good job.  That’s not
us.  Those folks don’t stay on top of
what we see as the converging of
energy and communications markets.
Will you sell VoIP down the road?  Let
us know your plans.  Tell us what we
should do to serve you better.
FEEDBACK:  Call Editor George
Spencer at 1-800-486-8201 or email
him at
editor@restructuringtoday.com.

Meet DigiLinea, VoIP geared for
the US Hispanic market.  It’s been up
and running for eight months and is
used by thousands of clients each
month, said the firm in its official
launch yesterday.  Business and
residential clients get local and US
long distance — plus 100 minutes of
calling to Latin America — for less
than the cost of their current local

phone service,  the firm said.  Calling
plans include free calls between
DigiLinea users, caller ID and choice
of telephone number from hundreds of
cities in the US.  The firm offers a flat,
10¢/minute rate to anywhere in Latin
America — and 3.5¢ to the US, Puerto
Rico and Canada.  Monthly fees start
at $5.95 and go up to $29.95 for 1,000
minutes plus 100 minutes to Latin
America.  Users can use the service
wherever they can get a broadband
connection (find your nearest free
WiFi hotspot) — letting them take their
US phone number with them when
they travel to Latin America, suggested
DigiLinea.

Centrica buying
gas producer:  Centrica’s Direct
Energy is to buy Canadian gas
producer Quintana Minerals Canada
Investments for C$51.5 million.
Direct Energy too is buying this week
ATCO Group’s 1 million retail non-
shopping gas and power customers.
Quintana’s output in north central and
east central Alberta adds 11% to
production Direct Energy owns in
North America allowing it to self-
supply about 20% of its retail gas
customers.

Reliant’s RFP
weak response
leads to big decision:  Reliant
Energy mothballed an 822 mw plant
in service less than a year in
response to weak wholesale markets
in the Southeast but the firm
reversed a decision to mothball 18
units — 509 mw — in PJM.  Before
deciding to mothball the Choctaw
County facility in Mississippi, a gas-
fired, combined-cycle unit, Reliant
offered its output to the market
through RFPs.  The response was
too low to cover operating costs.  At
regulators’ request, the firm is to
keep six of the PJM units available
for emergency until at least

passed onto customers, Global Insight
noted.

“Will government stand by and allow
industrial and household consumers to pay
the higher electricity rates, with the main
financial beneficiaries being the power
generators’ shareholders,” asked Trevor
Sikorski, head of Global Insight’s power

LNG takes two big
steps forward

The Calvert County (Md) Dept of
Economic Development yesterday
announced a feasibility study that gave the
thumbs-up to Dominion’s planned
expansion of the Cove Point LNG terminal
and re-gasification plant.

The study was done by RESI, an
economic research and policy institute
affiliated with Towson University in
Baltimore, at Dominion Resources’ request.

The expansion plan will bring big
economic benefits to Southern Maryland,
the study found, including 392 new jobs —
244 during the four-year building phase and
148 permanent ones.

That will boost the region’s annual
payroll by $7.9 million on average during
building and $5.1 million on average after
that.  The positive economic impact is to be
$91.2 million over the projected lifespan of
the project, the study predicted.

So is this where the activists swoop in
with warnings of Hollywood-scale explosion
scenarios, raise a bunch of donations and
squelch the deal?

Not likely, Dominion told RT.
First of all, it’s an expansion of an

existing plant, plus Cove Point is the model
LNG terminal.

The ships unload a mile offshore and the
closest homes and buildings have the added
buffer of a protected forest.

Dominion plans to survey routes for the
new pipeline in Maryland and Pennsylvania
and decide what kind of storage tanks to
order.  Tanks have the biggest impact on
scheduling because they take three years to
build, Dominion explained.

They are expected to arrive in 2008 and
the construction schedule is to be drafted in
reverse from that point.

Dominion expects to have all the details
in place for its official FERC filing by the
end of the summer.  One advantage of the
expansion is that the gas goes right to some
of the most heavily populated areas of the
country — around the nation’s capital and
even as far up the coast as New York,
Dominion noted.

The report is on Dominion’s website,
www.dom.com, keywords: Cove Point
Expansion.  LNG’s financial benefits look
good to Louisiana’s Governor, Kathleen
Babineaux Blanco.

She committed her state’s full support
for Cheniere Energy’s Sabine Pass LNG
Receiving Terminal in southwest Louisiana
at the Offshore Technology Conference in
Houston, Monday.  She called on state and
federal agencies to follow the lead of local
communities near the proposed site that
support the project.  The Cheniere plan
would make it the nation’s largest
receiving terminal — importing over 2.6
bcf/day, said Blanco.

service.
The “inevitable result,” Sikorski

predicted, is loss of jobs in the
manufacturing sector.

Sikorski expects the ETS to affect
plant mix and what kinds of plants are
built plus create conflicts between
“environmental and social objectives.”
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Fuel cell gets OK:
Certification and testing organization
CSA International (Canadian
Standards Assn) used its fuel cell
power system standards for the first
time — certifying FuelCell Energy’s
Direct FuelCell for use in DG.  The
new standards cover the running,
building and the performance of
packaged stationary fuel cell power
systems.

Duke selling 5,325 mw
in southeast markets:
Pursuing its strategy for a smaller,
more focused merchant energy
business, Duke Energy agreed to sell
its merchant generation assets in the
Southeast lowering merchant
generation by a third.  The buyer,
KGen Partners, is to pay $475
million.  When some $500 million in
tax benefits are factored in, Duke
noted, proceeds are to approach $1
billion.  The sale, subject to certain
regulatory approvals, is expected to
close during the third quarter.  The
transaction, together with
previously-announced deals, puts
Duke “well ahead of its 2004
divestiture target less than six
months into the year, noted CEO
Paul Anderson.

Northeast outlook
OK for summer — maybe:
New York, New England and
Ontario are expected to have enough
electricity supplies if summer
weather stays normal, NPCC
reported.  Winter-peaking Quebec
and the Maritime Provinces are
likewise expected to have enough
electricity for the summer, the
council added.  Under extreme
weather conditions, such as
widespread and prolonged heat
waves, special operating procedures
would be expected to keep electricity
supplies and demand in balance,
NPCC noted.  A summary of the
Summer 2004 assessments is
available at www.npcc.org/
news.asp.

William Museler, president of
the New York ISO since it began in
1999, plans to retire next spring.

Power shopping dips in Maryland
While shopping dipped statewide in
March Maryland power shopping is
expected to take off this summer when
customers at Conectiv and Pepco come
off capped rates.  Accounts served by
marketers dropped almost 3,000 since
Feb 1 and non-residential accounts —
those who are to see the largest changes
in rates — dropped by 500 (see table).

Marketers were serving 2,016 mw
of peak demand in March versus 2,113
mw at the end of January.

All Conectiv and Pepco customers
are to pay rates based on a competitive
RFP this summer while residential
customers at Allegheny Power and
Baltimore Gas & Electric (Constellation)
residential rates remain frozen.

 Developing markets in the West II

Imagine this panel!

Mark your calendar for June 30!

FERC Commissioner Nora Brownell
suggested the original Developing Markets
in the West conference last May.  She is
returning June 30 in an era of excitement
over the big, positive changes in California
with:

Gov Arnold Schwarzenegger’s energy
adviser, Joe Desmond making his second
RT presentation, will play a key role in
getting markets going in the West
supported by the governor who made free
markets an issue on his website when the
recall movement began.  Support for
competitive markets is growing rapidly in
California even supported by some
Democrats under Gov Schwarzenegger’s
leadership.  Desmond until Monday was
CEO of Infotility and co-chair of the
Silicon Valley Manufacturers Group.

A key regulator, Arizona Corporation

Commission Chairman Mark Spitzer
returns for a second year with a NARUC
perspective along with Vicki Sandler,
president of APS Energy Services who
presented the marketers’ view a year
ago.

A new DMW addition is Jackson
Mueller, a Redmond, Wash, adviser to
industrial and other large energy buyers.

He’s active in West Coast markets and
Texas and was a panelist in RT’s Outlook
for the Texas C&I Market last year.

Join Restructuring Today from the
comfort of your own office to hear this
dynamite panel explore the exciting new
developments in the outlook for the West
June 30 at noon Pacific Standard Time
live or anytime the following week in a 90-
minutes audio conference.

The distinguished panel will be asked
today’s major market design questions and
you are invited to ask the panel your
questions to get to the root of the issues:

•  What are the obstacles to developing

Residential C&I Residential C&I
Shoppers Shoppers Total Suppliers Suppliers

Allegheny Power 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0 1
Baltimore G&E 0.0% 0.7% 0.1% 1 9
Conectiv 0.1% 9.5% 1.3% 2 5
Pepco 11.9% 17.7% 12.5% 2 2
Total 2.9% 5.4% 3.2%

Peak Load Served by Marketers
Allegheny Power 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
Baltimore G&E 0.0% 31.7% 16.8%
Conectiv 0.1% 28.2% 13.2%
Pepco 13.6% 30.3% 22.2%
Total 3.7% 28.6% 16.3%
Source: Maryland PSC

Maryland Power Shopping in March
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western markets now?
•  Can FERC guide design of markets

without pro-monopoly Congress members
reversing the Supreme Court’s latest ruling
on native load?

•  How does California’s MD 02, the
California ISO plan to design a market, fit
in with developing western markets and
federal policy?

•  Bottom line, if parochialism is the
main obstacle to developing markets, how
do we address it?  Any hope in that
direction?

•  One school of thought is that the
West has had a vibrant power market for
many years without FERC’s fostering one.
If so, why do they need FERC?

•  Western opposition to FERC line
siting is ferocious.  How can that be
approached?

•  More than 50% of the power lines
in Arizona are owned by public power, a

community frightened at the concept of
discipline of the marketplace.  How should
that be approached?

•  Is the development of western
markets a threat to the hidden subsidies in
cheap hydropower?

• Should federal agencies sell their
power at market rates in fairness to US
taxpayers or should US taxpayers get less
than market rates to subsidize the
Northwest?

• What drivers determine a healthy
market?  How do we get there?  Is
financial stability near?  What’s needed to
get there?

• How should the market be
structured?  How close is the western
market to functional now?

The conference call begins with a few
words from each panelist followed by
brief questioning by RT Editor George

Spencer.  Then Spencer opens the call to
the people on it such as you.

Don’t miss out on this opportunity.
Savings are big — no travel time away
from the office, no hotel bills or airline
charges to pay.

Early bird registrants pay $150
if they register and pay by May
13.  After May 13 registration
is merely $190 per line without
any limit on persons listening
to the one line.  Late
registration is $220 between
June 23 and June 30.
Registrants get a transcript of
the conference.  CDs and
combo orders are available too
(see below).

Call 1-800-486-8201 or fax the form
below (202-298-8201) to register.

To register for Developing Markets in the West II live interactive audio conference, fax completed form to 202-298-8210,
call 1-800-486-8201 or mail to: Restructuring Today, 4418 MacArthur Blvd. NW Suite 202, Washington, DC 20007.

restructuring

TODAY

Name:________________________________________________Company:_________________________________________________

Address:______________________________________________

City:_____________________ St:____  Zip:________________

Phone:__________________ Fax:_________________________

E-mail:_______________________________________________

Card # _______________________________Exp. MM/YY____/___

Name on Card ___________________________________________

Signature _______________________________________________

Credit Card: ___ ___VISA MC AMEX___

______  $150 live interactive audio conference
______  $150 audio conference on CD
______  $225 combo: live program AND CD

We guarantee you will find this event informative and insightful or your money will be returned.  Source code:  ISDW

______  $15 for shipping and handling (CD orders only)
______  5.75% sales tax (CD orders/DC customers only)
______  Total

EARLY BIRD REGISTRATION ENDS MAY 13!
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